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1 Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction
The goal of this project is to develop tools to mine published legacy biodiversity literature as well
future publications to extract structured information from them. This will speed up the acquisition of
records for poorly documented geographic regions and taxa, and make them open for further use in
Task 2.5 and WP 4, 5 and 8. Here we describe our software called GoldenGate Imagine (GGI), its
use and data production based on it.

1.2 Progress towards objectives
The objective of this task is to create a tool to extract observation records and related data for
EU BON based on the published scientific literature. These new data from publications describing an
estimated average of 17,000 new species per year as well as a multiple of re-descriptions form a
complementary source of data for EU BON. The tool will also allow data mining of hundreds of
millions of pages of legacy literature, making them accessible to EU BON partners through the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), directly from TreatmentBank, or via the LOD-based Open
Biodiversity Management System (OBKMS).
GGI is aimed at taxon-based articles, both recent ‘born-digital’ as well as the scanned legacy ones.
These articles cover recently discovered taxa as well as taxa for which new knowledge is published
that may be relevant to EU BON. Target data for GGI are scientific names, treatments and their
substructures — for example descriptive, biology, or ecology sections — observation records, and
bibliographic references.
The focus of GGI is on PDF-formatted documents. The PDF format is required by the codes of
biological nomenclature for archiving all articles including taxonomic works with nomenclatural acts.
It is thus the most desirable target format for this tool.
We estimate an average of ~17,000 new species are described per year based on the Index of
Organism names (ION) (http://www.organismnames.com/metrics.htm?page=tsj). The journal
Zootaxa is the biggest contributor with 12.6% of the new species even though most of the Zootaxa
articles are closed-access. The Plazi workflow (Agosti & Egloff, 2009; Egloff 2016) extended with
the new version of GGI allows extracting data legally from closed-access publications and making
them accessible. For this we focused on the following activities:
Developing the data extraction software GGI. Creation of a stable version of GGI allowing fully
automatic extraction of scientific names, treatments and their substructures (such as the descriptive,
biology, and ecology sections), observation records, and bibliographic references and figures.
Online editing tool to annotate observation records. Creation of an online editing tool allowing the
annotation of observation records and their core elements needed by the users.
Data transfer to GBIF, the EU BON taxonomic backbone, the Biodiversity Literature
Repository and RefBank. Creation of an automated pipeline continuously transferring the extracted
data from TreatmentBank, the repository of taxonomic treatments extracted with GoldenGate
Imagine, to GBIF, the EU BON taxonomic backbone UTIS, and the Biodiversity Literature
Repository and RefBank.
Creation of an automated data production workflow. Creation of an automated workflow from
scraping the web for new articles, their processing, and transfer to target users.
Testing and production of data. Implementing the automated data production workflow for Zootaxa
and extracting data on a daily base, and transferring the data to target users such as GBIF and UTIS.
Including a selection of journals to explore the usability of GGI for additional journals.
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1.3 Achievements and current status
The development of GGI, the creation of an automated workflow for data extraction and transfer, and
its implementation have been achieved. The online editing tool has been developed and released as a
Beta version.

GGI source code is available at https://github.com/gsautter/goldengate-imagine under a BSD
derivative license.
The software has been written in Java, and its dependencies are:
•
•
•
•
•

servlet-api.jar (by Sun/Oracle)
idaho-core
idaho-extensions
idaho-imagemarkup
goldengate-editor

GGI implements the Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A) standard for its data transfer protocol. DwC-A
makes use of the Darwin Core terms to produce a single, self-contained dataset for species
occurrence or checklist data. The format is defined in the Darwin Core Text Guidelines
(http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/guides/text/index.htm).
One template for Zootaxa and two in preparation for fully automated processing of articles for
specific journals have been created as of November 28, 2016. For Zootaxa with 17,996 articles
published, in a first round 71% of the articles have been processed. With the current adjustments,
14,291 articles resulting in 110,748 taxonomic treatments of which 9,536 are treatments of new
species, 38,000 observation records, 120,000 images and more than 200,000 bibliographic references.
A working draft of the documentation for GGI has been created, and is being improved. We have
plans to convert this document to a web-based documentation so the latest version can be easily
accessed by its users.
A draft manual for GGI (http://plazi.org/resources/treatmentbank/goldengate-editor/) is already
online and accessible.
The fully automated workflow is running since June 2016 extracting data from Zootaxa averaging in
daily nine articles processed, extracting 93 taxonomic treatments, and 187 observation records.
Additionally, 37 journals are being processed.
Together with our automated workflow for Taxpub XML based publications, GBIF obtained 38,734
observation records and 32,543 taxonomic names, making TreatmentBank one of the main suppliers
to the taxonomic backbones of GBIF and UTIS.
More than 120,000 figures are being exported to the Biodiversity Literature Repository
(http://biolitrepo.org), a DOI is minted and linked to the treatments.
The following export formats for the data have been developed: Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A) for
articles, Resource Description Framework (RDF) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) for
treatments.
In task 3.4 we aim to prepare tools to prepare, extract and mine published biodiversity literature to
make taxon based observation data accessible to complement other data sources in EU BON.

1.4 Future developments
Future work will focus on:
•
•

Eliminating any remaining bugs and making the software even more stable;
Making use of existing analysers in GGI and developing online tools for specific tasks such as
parsing extracted strings of observation records, bibliographic data or tables;
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Development of improved web-based documentation;
Continued development of a user friendly online editing tool and promoting its use;
Expansion of coverage by adding more journals from which data are extracted.
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2 GoldenGate Imagine (GGI)
2.1 Introduction
The goal of the deliverable is to develop tools to prepare, extract and mine published legacy and
prospective biodiversity literature to speed up the acquisition of records for poorly documented
geographic regions and taxa, and to make it open for further use in Task 2.5 and WP 4, 5 and 8.
In task 3.4 we aim to prepare tools to prepare, extract and mine published biodiversity literature to
make taxon based observation data accessible to complement other data sources in EU BON. The
open source semi-automatic text markup and data extraction tool - GGI - is aimed at taxon based
articles, both recent born-digital and scanned legacy ones, with the current focus on the former. These
articles cover recently discovered as well as taxa for which new knowledge is published that can be
relevant for EU BON. Target data are scientific names, treatments and its substructures (e.g.
descriptive, biology, ecology sections), observation records, and bibliographic references. The data
can be stored locally, and it can be exported to Plazi’s treatment server TreatmentBank, from where
GBIF harvest Darwin Core Archives for further EU BON processing in WP4.
This task has the intention to unlock the huge pool of data and information on biodiversity published
in the taxonomic and ecological literature, including each year some 20,000 new species and a
multiple of that in re-descriptions. Though this literature is increasingly published using semantic
markup (e.g., Plazi’s TaxPub extension of the US National Library of Medicine/National Center for
Biotechnology Information Document Type Definition (DTD) now known as the Journal Article
Tagset (JATS) as used by Pensoft), allowing machines to harvest the included data automatically (e.g.
import by Plazi into its Treatment Server), by far most of the hundred millions of printed (analog and
digital) pages are unstructured and made for human consumption.
The targeted “data” is primarily observation records of a given taxon, secondarily traits; specifically,
observation records and traits of a particular taxon published in a specific article, all of which can be
cited. Taxonomic and faunistic/floristic literature is the main carrier of this data and thus the target
corpus. This literature includes treatments, sections of a text that explicitly cover one particular taxon
(Catapano, 2010), often including observation data. By assigning a persistent identifier for each
publication and treatment, relations among them can be modeled, and the sources cited.
This data including target groups for WP5 in EU BON will then be open for further use in Task 2.5
and WP 4, 5 and 8, but its origin will always be explicit (Fig. 1).
The current focus of GGI is on born-digital PDFs, though it can process scanned legacy literature as
well. A large part of the targeted recent literature is published in PDF format. These PDF publications
are - from a nomenclatural point of view - considered the canonical version of the articles, not those in
other formats such as XML or HTML. The intention is to provide a tool that allows harvesting of
articles immediately after publication in order to make available the most recent, relevant data.
Regarding legacy publications, which are generally available as digital images only (e.g., from
Biodiversity Heritage Library and an increasing number of research projects), OCR errors still pose a
non-negligible challenge, especially regarding efficient detection and user-assisted correction. A
prototypical clustering based approach exists for desktop use, but deploying such approaches to the
cloud and crowd requires further development.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the GGI data extraction software within the EU BON project
Building a specific tool for reading a born-digital article and converting it into XML became apparent
since no open source tool exists that would fulfill the specification we had for the task. This includes
decoding of embedded fonts, extraction of text, images, tables, formatted text, sequence of the text,
treatments, parsed bibliographic references and parsed observation records. Thus the goal became to
develop a tool that allows conversion of unstructured data in a two-level process into semantically
enhanced documents: first, a conversion into cleaned up, ready to mine text, and then, through a series
of automated and semi-automated processes, into an XML document in which the classes of data
described above are identified and delineated.
A further requirement is that the markup should be able to be performed by untrained third parties
such as members of the EU BON team. These users would likely benefit greatly from a graphical
interface to visualize marked up elements, both for processing as well as quality control and, where
required, correction.
After semantic enhancement, the converted PDF documents need to be stored, both for further
enhancement or later corrections, and for data processing, linkup, integration and export to third
parties. The former requires a document storage format that represents all aspects of a document, so it
may be re-opened for editing and enhancement to proceed at a later time. This requires a versatile data
format compatible with the tools and services the extracted data is intended for: Darwin Core
Archives for uploading occurrence data to GBIF as part of the EU BON workflow, XML for making
taxonomic treatments accessible via the Plazi’s treatment server TreatmentBank, PNG for further
processing of extracted figures and images, and CSV for importing extracted tables into analysis and
data mining tools.
Copyright issues of the workflow have been addressed by Agosti & Egloff (2009) for the entire
workflow, data linked to names (Patterson et al., 2015) and images (Egloff et al., 2016) with the
conclusion that the mining and providing access to the data is legal.
To lower the bar for data extraction from PDF documents, both born-digital and scanned, as far as
possible while maintaining high extraction accuracy, we have designed and built an application called
GoldenGATE Imagine (GGI) (https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine/releases). GGI opens
PDF documents, extracting or rendering page images, performing OCR or decoding embedded fonts
where required, and finally segmenting pages into columns, blocks, paragraphs, and lines. Thereafter,
it offers a wide range of semi-automated tools and manual markup and editing functionality.
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2.2 Software
2.2.1 Client based

Name: GoldenGATE-imagine (GGI)
Programming Language: Java
Application Overview: GGI is made up of several parts all working together (Fig. 2). There is the
GgImagine.jar, the GGI core, wrapped around a GoldenGATE Editor core, including plug-in and
resource management infrastructure, convenience and helper classes for plug-in implementation; GGI
user interface; Servlet backing browser based HTML + CSS + JavaScript user interface to GGI,
supporting a variation of authentication and document storage mechanisms. The
GoldenGateImagineStarter.jar holds the startup and live update facilities for GGI application.
There is also the GoldenGateImagineWeb.zip made up of GgImagine.jar (see above) plus the web
application specific configuration and resource files.
The GoldenGateImagineBatch.jar is an add-on for GGI application, enabling console based fully
automated batch runs plus its configuration and resource files.
Finally, the VersionPacker.imagine.jar is a utility for zipping up GGI together with configurations.
Software Architecture: GoldenGATE Imagine is a pure Java application for converting PDF and
other image and page-based documents into semantically enhanced XML documents. Holding only
PDF decoding and general Image Markup File (IMF, Fig. 3) document input-out (IO) functionality in
its core, along with document display facilities, GGI draws all editing functionality from plugins to
maximize flexibility. The PDF decoding facilities also integrate two non-Java tools (via Java’s
internal command line): ImageMagick for converting the wide variety of bitmap image formats found
in PDF documents into the open and widely supported PNG format, and the Tesseract OCR engine for
text extraction from scans.
Plug-ins come in bundles called Configurations, which may be designed for a specific type of input
documents such as taxonomic journal articles, and for a specific task such as the extraction of
bibliographic metadata and references, citations, taxonomic names and treatments, and observation
data. The user selects such a configuration on startup, and the application core then loads the plugins
contained in it and seamlessly integrates them in the user interface.
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Figure 2: Schematic Architecture of GoldenGATE Imagine. Individual plug-ins can provide a wide
range of functionality, for instance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Extraction of bibliographic metadata and a respective editing dialog
Facilities for interactive editing of annotations and document structure
Integration with a remote document storage facility like TreatmentBank
Specialized document views like XML or listings of specific markup elements
Interactive correction of font decoding and OCR errors
Automated document structure analysis, identifying page headers and footnotes as well as
figures, tables, and their associated captions, and in-text citations of figures and tables
Integration of external Java components that add further task specific functionality such a
recognition and parsing of bibliographic references, taxonomic names, occurrence data, or
any third-party Java-based natural language processing (NLP) components
Export of specific document contents such as figures and tables, or of annotated semantic
details, to a Darwin Core Archive (see below) for use in data mining applications
Coupling captions to their in-text citations so they may immediately and automatically reflect
a change to the caption in the respective citations as well

Plugins can be built and integrated by anyone, providing many other functionalities, depending on the
documents to process and the task at hand.
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For managing configurations, and for configuring basic data extraction resources such as regular
expression patterns and gazetteer lists, GGI relies upon its older, XML centered sibling GoldenGATE
Document Editor.
License: BSD derivative
URL: https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine
Last commit: Nov 29, 2016
Dependencies:
•
•
•
•
•

servlet-api.jar (by Sun/Oracle)
idaho-core
idaho-extensions
idaho-imagemarkup
goldengate-editor

Plug-ins:
•
•
•

goldengate-plugins
goldengate-imagine-plugins
idaho-analyzers

Manual:
•

•

A draft User Manual
https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATEImagine/blob/master/GoldenGATE_Imagine_V1_end_user_manual.pdf
Issue tracker
https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine/issues

Source code:
•
•
•
•

Build of GGI, with all the afore mentioned functionality
https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine/releases
The underlying source code
https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine
Source code for the dependencies listed above is available from their respective repositories.
The individual taggers and parsers are also available:
o as web services at http://tb.plazi.org/GgWS/ws
o API documentation at http://tb.plazi.org/GgWS/API.txt
o test form at http://tb.plazi.org/GgWS/ws/test

Customization for Specific Document Types: Tasks like the automated extraction of bibliographic
metadata from the head section of a scientific article are hard to solve in a generic fashion that works
with every given article, and respective solutions tend to be to inaccurate to produce acceptable data
quality without manual correction. On the other hand, such tasks are fairly easy to solve for individual
layouts, which put all the data elements in specific spots and use specific font styles and sizes for their
rendering. To customize metadata extraction, as well other layout specific tasks like detection of
headings and captions, which are all governed by journals’ layout guidelines, GGI can make use of
respective Document Style Templates. These templates are open-ended lists of parameters that
describe journal style specific aspects of document layout, for instance:
•
•
•
•

the on-page positions and font styles of metadata elements in article headers
the alignment and font styles of headings at various hierarchy levels
the (minimum) amount of whitespace between text blocks
the positioning of captions relative to the figures and tables they describe
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the font size and lead words of captions
the font size and on-page position of footnotes

The values of document style parameters are bounding boxes (describing an area on a document
page), strings, regular expression patterns, numbers, and boolean values.
Batch Processing: Document Style Template (DST) based customization of GGI facilitates
increasing the accuracy of fully automated PDF conversion and data extraction to a level that allows
fully automated runs over hundreds or thousands of articles from a specific journal and use of the
extracted data without any human intervention. GGI Batch is a command line tool that allows to run
an instance of GGI without the user-interface on a whole folder of PDF documents from a specific
journal in fully automated mode and without any user interaction.

2.2.2 Server based online editing

To foster community involvement in data extraction and quality control, TreatmentBank provides
some basic editing functionality right in the website. Just like the Wikipedia, users can perform edits
without prior login, registration, or creation of an account, to lower the bar for active participation as
far as possible. The website does ask for an optional user screen name for attribution purpose, but
users do not have to provide one if they prefer to remain anonymous.
In particular, website users may edit the metadata of the article from which a treatment was extracted,
mark and edit taxonomic names and occurrence data (Figs. 17, 18), and link occurrence data to
digitized specimens. The edit history of a treatment is available via a respective menu item, and edits
may be undone until they are written back to the main document (whole articles) that contains the
edited treatment. Additionally, users may leave comments on a treatment, as well as reply to other
comments.

2.2.3 Document Storage

Converted PDF documents are stored as Image Markup Files (IMF). Akin to, and inspired by Darwin
Core Archives, an Image Markup File (IMF) is a ZIP archive with specific contents as follows (also
see Fig. 3):
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

a CSV table (“document.csv”) containing document attributes, e.g. the document ID and
bibliographic metadata
a PNG image of every page in the PDF (rendered for born-digital PDF documents, enhanced
scans for scanned ones)
a CSV table (“pageImages.csv”) listing the page images, together with attributes like their
resolution, which is particularly important for scanned PDF documents
a CSV table (“pages.csv”) listing attributes of pages, e.g. page numbers
a CSV table (“words.csv”) listing individual words, each anchored to a specific position in a
specific page; words are chained together in reading order; they bear a Unicode string, as well
as attributes like font size and style
a CSV table (“regions.csv”) listing rectangular document regions like columns, blocks, and
lines, as well as tables and table columns, rows, and cells; like words, they are anchored to a
specific position in a specific page
a CSV table (“annotations.csv”) listing annotations that mark the semantics of (sequences of)
words, e.g. location or person names, taxon names, materials citations, etc.; they are anchored
to their first and last words
a CSV table (“fonts.csv”) listing embedded font characters and their transcription to Unicode;
only exists if the original source PDF was born-digital, as there are no embedded fonts in
scanned PDF documents
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Figure 3: Image Markup File (IMF) structure.
To make IMF extensible, they can further include supplements with unique names and bearing further
attributes; the supplement bodies may contain arbitrary binary data. For instance, figures extracted
from born-digital PDF documents are stored as supplements, with their resolution and their indocument position as attributes and a PNG of the image as the binary body.
To keep track of the existing supplements and their attributes, they are listed in a dedicated CSV table
named “supplements.csv”.

2.2.4 Document & Data Export

For use in other applications, converted PDF documents can also be exported in a variety of other data
formats. As opposed to IMF, these formats do not store the document completely, but cover only the
aspects required for their specific applications. In particular, GGI offers the following export data
formats:
•

•

XML: exports the document text, annotations, and regions into an XML document; there are
several different options for how to fold sequences of chained-together words into one
another, ranging from raw layout order, akin to the original PDF document, to strict reading
order, which concatenates chains of words one after the other; this is to provide the best suited
folding for any given application.
XML to Treatment Server: exports the document text, annotations, and tables as an XML
document to Plazi’s Treatment Server; the latter then goes on to export a Darwin Core
Archive (Fig 13) with treatment and occurrence data to GBIF and Encyclopedia of Life, and
bibliographic metadata and references to RefBank.
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Figures & Tables: exports all figures and tables to a ZIP archive, together with the respective
captions; tables can be exported as CSV or as tab separated text
Darwin Core Archive (Figs. 4, 5): exports the taxonomic treatments marked in the document
to a Darwin Core Archive, along with the detail data marked inside them; among other things,
the latter includes materials citations. The Darwin Core vocabulary is used for materials
citation (occurrences).

Figure 4: Darwin Core Archive structure.
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Figure 5: The GBIF checklist format used in Darwin Core Archive

2.2.5 Ongoing development

Such automated tools always evolve and thus are subject to continuous development. This is because
• such tools inevitably use fuzzy logic and statistical inference routines, for which there is
always some room for improvement, refinement, and additional training and adaptivity
• the number of journals, and thus the number of different layouts and all the other peculiarities
that might exist, is just too large to have been modelled a priori
• advances in PDF obfuscation techniques constantly present new challenges for information
extraction software
• new third-party ontologies, catalogs, and services might come into existence, offering new
opportunities for further reduction of error and thus the users’ correction efforts.
Finally, as use of GGI expands, greater numbers of new users will inevitably come up with ideas and
functionality requests beyond what a relatively small number of alpha users could conceive, and such
requests will be considered in our future planning and developments. Users are encouraged to submit
bug
reports
and
feature
requests
to
the
project’s
issue
tracker
at
https://github.com/plazi/GoldenGATE-Imagine/issues.

2.3 Markup process
2.3.1 Client based

The GGI enabled markup process includes the following tools:
•

automated document structuring, comprising elimination of page headers, extraction of
figures and tables, together with their respective captions, detection of footnotes, and
detection of headings and their hierarchy (Fig. 6),
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semi-automatic document metadata extraction (Fig. 7),
detection and parsing of bibliographic references (Fig. 8), using RefParse (Sautter & Böhm,
2014),
detection, atomization, and reconciliation of taxonomic names, backed by Catalogue of Life,
GBIF, and IPNI (Fig. 9, 10),
markup of generic structure (Fig. 11), taxonomic treatments (Fig. 12) and their inner structure
(Fig. 13),
extraction (Fig. 14) and parsing of materials citations (Fig. 15), including the extraction and
normalization of dates and geographic coordinates and normalization of country names using
ISO-encoding, as well as country names, and
tagging of trait terms, backed by ontologies (Fig. 16).

Figure 6: GoldenGATE Imagine user interface

Figure 7: Document metadata extraction.
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Figure 8: Bibliographic references parser

Figure 9: Markup of taxonomic names, backed by Catalogue of Life (COL) and GBIF as external
catalogs

Figure 10: XML code of the reconciled taxon names
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Figure 11: Detection of the generic structure of a document

Figure 12: Taxonomic treatments
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Figure 13: Internal treatment structure detection interface.

Figure 14: Detection of materials citation interface

Figure 15: Parsing of a materials citation interface
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Figure 16: Tagging of trait terms, backed by ontologies (i.e. ENVO: Environmental Ontology, HAO:
Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology). Top: ENVO terms highlighted in text; bottom: marked up text

2.3.2 Editing

Manual editing and markup functionality helps correct errors where the automated tools produced
errors. Among others, this includes:
•
•
•
•
•

assisted revision of blocking, paragraph breaks, and text flow
association of tables and figures to respective captions
connection of tables spread out over multiple pages
corrections in table structure, e.g. merging or splitting rows or columns
correction of OCR errors or mis-decodings of embedded font characters

2.3.3 Saving and export

At any stage of document processing, users can choose to export documents as XML. As soon as
document metadata is extracted and taxon names and treatments are marked, they can also export a
Darwin Core Archive or upload the document to the Plazi treatment repository, which allows them to
share their markup work with the public. Further, users can export tables and figures, together with
their captions. The two following sections explain this in more detail.

2.3.4 Document Storage

Converted PDF documents are stored as Image Markup Files (IMF).
To keep track of the existing supplements and their attributes, they are listed in a dedicated CSV table
named “supplements.csv”.
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2.3.5 Document & Data Export

For use in other applications, converted PDF documents can also be exported in a variety of other data
formats.
•

•
•

•
•

XML: exports the document text, annotations, and regions into an XML document; there are
several different options for how to fold sequences of chained-together words into one
another, ranging from raw layout order, akin to the original PDF document, to strict reading
order, which concatenates chains of words one after the other; this is to provide the best suited
folding for any given application.
Figures & Tables: exports all figures and tables to a ZIP archive, together with the respective
captions; tables can be exported as CSV or as tab separated text
TreatmentBank offers individual treatments for download in RDF-XML format, as well as a
ZIP archive containing RDF-XML representations of the whole treatment collection. The
RDF comprises taxonomic and bibliographic information, links to cited figures that have
(HTTP) URIs, cited treatments, and cited occurrence data. The latter also includes links to
any digitized specimens if available.
Darwin Core Archive (Fig 13, 14): exports the taxonomic treatments marked in the document
to a Darwin Core Archive
EU BON Taxonomic Backbone (UTIS) imports taxonomic names and associated
bibliographic information from TreatmentBank by means of purpose-generated RDF-XML
(D1.4: http://tinyurl.com/hp9fade ).

2.3.6 Manual

A manual for using GGI is available online http://plazi.org/resources/treatmentbank/goldengateeditor/ It includes an introduction to the setup, the markup process, trouble shooting and a glossary.

2.3.7 Server side, online editing

Online markup is limited to taxonomic names and observation records. If they are not already marked
up, they can be highlighted and annotated. Observation records are automatically parsed (Fig. 17) and
the annotations of specific elements suggested. They can be accepted, rejected or changed.
Once these elements are annotated, they can be edited (Fig. 18).
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Figure 17: Interface of the online annotation of observation records.

Figure 18: Online editing pop-up window
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2.3.8 Web Services

Independent of GGI, many of the taggers and parsers are available individually as Web Services for
public use, based on the GoldenGATE Web Services infrastructure built in the scope of the
ViBRANT project (also FP7, RI-261532).

2.4 Ongoing data processing using GoldenGate Imagine
Two recent publications based on GGI illustrate that the markup is functional. Miller et al (2015)
focused on a comparison of Open Access articles to extract and understand key data, such as materials
observation and details therein (Fig. 19).

Figure 19: Selection of dashboard charts summarizing content from 37 open access articles published
in Zootaxa and five articles published in Biodiversity Data Journal containing treatments on spiders.
These charts illustrate interoperability of data from XML-based publishing and subsequently marked
up legacy literature (Miller et al., 2015).
Torsten & Agosti (2015; Fig. 20) extracted treatments of a fly taxon to demonstrate how treatments
can be cited and thus a link from a taxonomic name usage to the underlying treatment and its data can
be established.
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Figure 20: Cyber catalog view with links to external resources. 1: persistent HTTP URI for
treatments extracted via GGI and stored in Plazi.

2.4.1 Contribution to GBIF

Within EU BON, GBIF is the aggregator of observation records and as such facilitates data sharing.
Plazi’s contributions are ongoing at a daily base. This includes by November 28, 2016 38,734
observation
records
and
32,543
taxonomic
names
using
the
DWCA
http://www.gbif.org/dataset/d7dddbf4-2cf0-4f39-9b2a-bb099caae36c. The difference between the
available names in Plazi and those integrated in GBIF is due to the re-indexing of GBIF’s re-indexing
of their taxonomic backbone every couple of months.

2.4.2 Contribution to BLR

The Biodiversity Literature Repository (BLR, http://biolitrepo.org) is the permanent repository for
biodiversity literature and figures, built in collaboration with Zenodo at CERN and Pensoft. It enables
minting DataCite Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) for each digital object and thus making them citable
and discoverable. This allows linking each observation record to its the source treatment and
publication. Currently 14,296 processed articles and 140,000 figures are being added from
TreatmentBank.
Another source of daily update of the BLR content is a workflow developed by Pensoft for the
biodiversity-related journals published on its’ ARPHA Journal Publishing Platform. The workflow
automatically uploads both PDF and XML versions of each newly published article into BLR on the
day of publication.

2.4.3 Contribution to RefBank

RefBank is a distributed storage facility for bibliographic references, with each node holding the
entire dataset, as well as providing a website with search, editing, and upload functionality. Through
the latter, users can find the reference data they need, correct errors, and contribute their own
collections of references. Currently, RefBank holds about 870,000 references, with Plazi adding an
average of 30 to 35 references per article processed. RefBank (Sautter & Biserkov, 2013; King et al.,
2013) is a product developed by the ViBRANT project and now maintained by Plazi.

2.4.4 Contribution to UTIS

The Unified Taxonomic Information Service (UTIS) is the taxonomic backbone for the EU BON
project. Plazi is one of the taxonomic name contributors (D1.4 10.5281/zenodo.182122)
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2.5 Training
Two training sessions were held during the EU BON project. 21 participants attended the workshop in
Crete June 8-9, 2015 resulting in a detailed analysis and comparison of GGI with other markup
workflows (Faulwetter et al., 2016). A second event was held as part of the EU BON biodiversity data
sharing and data publishing workshop in Sofia, March 22-23, 2016 (http://tinyurl.com/zu8kbgw).

3 Challenges and further/future developments
As mentioned above, OCR quality, or error rate, still poses a significant obstacle to the extent that the
optimal solution for consistently high accuracy text capture from many legacy documents still is
double-keying. Invaluable occurrence data recorded in documents from the ages of discovery and
colonization in particular challenge accurate automated text capture due to the quality of the original
documents, respective scanned images, and typefaces and formatting for which OCR performs poorly.
Building upon previously conducted experiments, we plan on researching and creating an alternative
solution that uses data clustering techniques on word images, takes into account font properties and
peculiarities, and relies on a crowd based approach for correction akin to reCAPTCHA.
To further automate data extraction, GGI can use document style templates, which allow fully
automated processing of PDF documents up to the extraction of bibliographic metadata and
references, tables and figures, and taxonomic names and treatments. Style templates model the layout
and styling characteristics of individual journals and can vastly speed up the processing of documents
from those journals. Users can create style templates from very few documents that follow the same
layout, e.g. several articles from a single journal (safe for layout changes), and then rely on their
assistance for many more such documents. Furthermore, GGI can fully automatically batch process
large numbers of PDF documents once it has a respective document style template available.
Document style templates thus far exist only for a small number of document layouts. We plan on
creating templates for many more document styles, as well as providing an infrastructure that will
allow users of GGI to share document style templates of their own creation. This infrastructure will
increase the availability of style templates to many more journals, as well as their accuracy and
generality, so data extraction effort can be considerably reduced for a wide variety of journals, both
legacy and contemporary.
To further increase openness, we plan to more tightly integrate the Plazi treatment repository with
CERN’s Zenodo open data repository. All non-copyrightable elements (e.g., figures) of PDF
documents contributed to Zenodo will become available to the public and citable individually by
means of DOIs.
Currently, GGI is a pure desktop application, which requires a Java Virtual Machine. To further lower
the bar for contribution, we plan on building a web based version that allows users to upload PDF
documents, or have them downloaded from a URL they provide, and then extract data within their
browsers. As a by-product, extraction results will become available publicly by means of the
aforementioned collaboration with CERN’s Zenodo platform. An additional benefit is that the
browser-based version of GGI will also, enable users to refine, improve, amend, and extend data
extracted from taxonomic treatments hosted in the Plazi repository. This will allow marking and
parsing further materials citations, or linking specimen citations to other taxonomic databases such as
MorphBank by means of simple drag and drop actions.
To increase the number of PDF document that can be automatically loaded into Plazi’s analysis, data
extraction, and data sharing systems, we plan on expanding our collaboration with the ContentMine
project (http://contentmine.org/), which focuses, apart from data extraction, on the discovery of newly
published PDF documents. This will enable the Plazi systems to ingest more PDF documents, and,
once respective document style templates come into existence, to extract more treatments fully
automatically, thus fostering the growth of the treatment repository and the amount of taxonomic data
available to the public.
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Participation in WP6 and in Globis-B (http://www.globis-b.eu/), with a main focus on Essential
Biodiversity Variables is ongoing to study how the potential of materials citations from the published
record can be used, especially to cover the long tail of rare taxa for which hardly other data exists
(Miller et al., 2015). TreatmentBank has been integrated in the EU BON workflows such as the
contribution towards meeting the Aichi Biodiversity Target 19 (Fig. 21).

Figure 21: TreatmentBank’s role in data management in EU BON
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5 Acronyms
BHL

Biodiversity
Heritage
Library

http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/

BLR

Biodiversity
Literature
Repository

http://biolitrepo.org

COL

Catalogue
Life

CSV

Comma
Separated
Values file

DOI

Digital Object http://tinyurl.com/ow7wad3
Identifier

DST

Document Style
Template

DTD

Document Type http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_dtd_intro.asp
Definition

DWC

Darwin Core

DWCA

Darwin
Archive

EML

Ecological
Metadata
Language

https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/#external//emlparser/docs/index.html

ENVO

Environment
Ontology

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/ENVO

GBIF

Global
Biodiversity
Information
Facility

http://gbif.org

GGI

GoldenGate
Imagine

http://plazi.org/resources/treatmentbank/goldengate-editor/

GUI

Graphical User

of http://www.catalogueoflife.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values

http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/

Core http://tools.gbif.org/dwca-assistant/
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Interface
HAO

Hymenoptera
Anatomy
Ontology

HTML

Hyper
Text http://www.w3.org/TR/html/
Markup
Language

IMF

Image Markup http://plazi.org/api-tools/image-markup-file-imf/
File

IPNI

International
http://www.ipni.org/
Plant
Names
Index

ION

Index
Organism
Names

JATS

Journal Article https://jats.nlm.nih.gov/
Tag Suite

NLM
DTD

http://portal.hymao.org/projects/32/public/ontology/

of http://www.organismnames.com/metrics.htm?page=tsj

National
http://dtd.nlm.nih.gov/
Library
of
Medicine Data
Type Definition

OCR

Optical
Character
Recognition

PDF

Portable
Document
Format

https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/products/about-adobe-pdf.html

PNG

Portable
Network
Graphics

http://www.w3.org/TR/PNG/

RefBank

http://refbank.org/

RefParse

RefParse

tab

Tabular key on
a keyboard

https://github.com/VBRANT/refparse
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https://sourceforge.net/projects/taxpub/
Universal
Resource
Identifier

https://www.w3.org/Addressing/

ViBRANT Virtual
http://vbrant.eu/
Biodiversity
Research and
Access
Network
for
Taxonomy
XML

eXtensible
Markup
Language

ZIP

“Zipped”
or
compressed file

http://www.w3.org/TR/xml/
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